
chorus theory  |  wall collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

chorus theory

in perfect harmony
Designed for both function and style, our Chorus Theory collection is handcrafted to strike just the right notes in any space. Stunning storage and display 
pieces combine French casement details with neoclassical architectural elements. Craftsman-built from solid reclaimed pine, solid Finnish pine, and pine 
veneers, each Chorus Theory surface is softly hand-painted in versatile, neutral tones to complement your existing décor. Sophisticated finishes are accented 
with iron hardware and coated with lacquer for added protection and subtle sheen.

product details
 u Pieces finished in Rustic Blue, Barnwood Natural, Benedict Brown, and Earl Grey are 
made from solid reclaimed pine and pine veneers. Reclaimed pine is salvaged from old 
doors, homes, boats, and barns found in rural farming regions. 

 u In addition to its stunning natural features, our reclaimed wood is treasured in many of our 
collections as a contribution to preserving healthy and sustainable eco-systems.

 u  Pieces finished in Ebony are made from solid Finnish pine and pine veneers.

 u Artisan-applied finishes begin by bleaching our reclaimed pine to even its tone, and end 
with a coat of lacquer for added protection and subtle sheen.

 u Barnwood Natural finishes are achieved through light staining and waxing for a warm 
glow.

 u Pieces finished in Ebony are hand-stained using a twelve-step process, wherein layered 
black and brown tones are accented by stunning distressed detailing. 

 u Rustic Blue finish is achieved through layers of paint and glaze to create a timeworn 
appearance. 

 u Earl Grey finishes are hand-painted, lacquered and waxed—accentuated with darker 
shades around edges for a naturally ages appearance.

 u Benedict Brown finishes are hand-painted, lacquered, and waxed to reveal brown and 
grey highlights that complement the wood’s surfaces.

 u Wood finishes are accented with iron hardware, which is also lacquered to prevent 
oxidation.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus Design 
Consultant for care recommendations.

Media Console 
80" w x 25" d x 32" h 
Rustic Blue 40CHOR80TVRB 
Barnwood Natural 40CHR80TVPN2 
Barnwood Brown 40CHR80TVBR2 
Benedict Brown 40CHR80TVBB 
Earl Grey 40CHR80TVEG 
Ebony 40CHR80TVEB 
Media Cabinets feature two 
removable shelves.
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Finishes:

Console Table 
94.5" w x 18" d x 35.5" h 
Rustic Blue 40CHORTVRBKT 
Barnwood Natural 40CHORTVPNKT 
Barnwood Brown  40CHORTVBRKT 
Benedict Brown 40CHORTVBBKT
Earl Grey 40CHORTVEGKT
Ebony 40CHORTVEBKT

Console Tables  
feature two drawers 
with drop-down fronts 
and cord management 
holes to accommodate 
electronics and media 
equipment. 

Single Glass-Door Cabinet 
54.75" w x 19" d x 91.25" h 
Rustic Blue 40CHORSCABRB 
Barnwood Natural 40KEATS2 
Barnwood Brown 40CHORSCABBR 
Benedict Brown 40CHORSCABBB           
Earl Grey 40CHORSCABEG 
Ebony 40CHORSCABEB 
Single Cabinets feature four adjustable removable 
shelves and a 42” w x 13.5” d x 77” h cavity.
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